Integrative In Silico and In Vitro Transcriptomics Analysis Revealed Gene Expression Changes and Oncogenic Features of Normal Cholangiocytes after Chronic Alcohol Exposure.
Cholangiocarcinoma (CCA) is a malignant tumor originating from cholangiocyte. Prolonged alcohol consumption has been suggested as a possible risk factor for CCA, but there is no information about alcohol's mechanisms in cholangiocyte. This study was designed to investigate global transcriptional alterations through RNA-sequencing by using chronic alcohol exposure (20 mM for 2 months) in normal human cholangiocyte MMNK-1 cells. To observe the association of alcohol induced CCA pathogenesis, we combined differentially expressed genes (DEGs) with computational bioinformatics of CCA by using publicly gene expression omnibus (GEO) datasets. For biological function analysis, Gene ontology (GO) analysis showed biological process and molecular function related to regulation of transcription from RNA polymerase II promoter, while cellular component linked to the nucleoplasm. KEGG pathway presented pathways in cancer that were significantly enriched. From KEGG result, we further examined the oncogenic features resulting in chronic alcohol exposure, enhanced proliferation, and migration through CCND-1 and MMP-2 up-regulation, respectively. Finally, combined DEGs were validated in clinical data including TCGA and immunohistochemistry from HPA database, demonstrating that FOS up-regulation was related to CCA pathogenesis. This study is the first providing more information and molecular mechanisms about global transcriptome alterations and oncogenic enhancement of chronic alcohol exposure in normal cholangiocytes.